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There are many different schools of puppet art. They
constantly renew their systems according to the art itself. The
methods of teaching in them – also. Every school and every
teacher in it decide the methodology of teaching the students
in a different way. Despite the different ways of training and
despite their supplementation and enrichment, the point of
reference is always one and the same – the specific features of the
puppet art and the issues, related to it.

What is the character of the puppet theater? What distinguish-
es it from the drama theater and the other performing arts?
What is the nature of the creative work of the actor-pup-
peteer? What is happening inside of him while he is acting
on stage? What are the difficulties that he has to overcome,
and the tasks that he has to perform? Which actor's psy-
chophysical qualities should he cultivate and maintain?

The content of these questions is changing with the
trends in the art itself, but the correct answer to them deter-
mines the true construction and renovation of any method-
ology for training of puppet actors.

Direction or center
Each new artistic and aesthetic change in puppet art

means adding new means of expression in its artistic collec-
tion. New means of expression offer new different opportu-
nities in the languages of the puppet art. This leads to new
performing tasks, new skills, new demands, new expectations
also from the actor on stage. This means a new approach in
teaching, particularly in teaching of stage movement!

But which way?
Yet with the „collapse“ of the screen in puppetry it was

necessary to make a general change (in the basic skills) of the
initial psychophysical preparation of the actor, which would
help him start his classes in acting for puppet theater, and
then appear on the stage. The appearance of the actor in
front of the viewer's eyes changed the type of responsiveness
of his body and his overall psycho-emotional attitude.

Since then, more and more intensive changes in the artis-
tic means on the stage constantly have imposed more com-
plex and new requirements to the puppeteer-actor. Real,
dynamic and reactive, the puppet theater reflects the passing
of the time. But this quality slowly has turned into its prob-
lem – it began to lose direction, confuse into all sorts of
directions. The puppet and the theater itself have been
blurred, sublimated into all sorts of physical conditions –
theater of the impression, theater of the subject, of the mate-
rial, of the multimedia, theater of puppet aesthetics ... the-
ater of everything ... and, in time, perhaps – of nothing.
(This topic, hoping that the latter will never happen, needs
to be subject of a special separate discussion.) But now, what
is important to us, is that all sorts of „aggregate“ conditions
of art called Puppet have led to the respective „aggregate“
changes also in the need of basic skills for its actors. These
have led to permanent changes in the training of stage move-
ment.

This is natural, but is it possible that every teacher in
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stage movement can respond to the change?
The answer should be yes. Each pedagogy is „a living

organism“ that breathes with the rhythm of time and the
pedagogue as a creative personality develops, supplements
and enriches the system, in which he is trained or has cho-
sen to work.

But this time the situation is different!
The problem is that the explicit milestones in the specif-

ic training of the puppeteer actor have started to blur. The
striking power in this process is very large, without clear
direction, and the center does not seem to exist. What does
this mean?

Firstly
The external stable indications, such as the screen, „have

disappeared.“ With them – the different models of puppets
„Petrushka“, „Yavaika“ have began to „fade“. After them the
marionette, and then the puppet in general. On their place,
new „puppet“ forms commonly known as „synthetic“ or
„multimedia“ theater have appeared. These are fundamental
changes and the pedagogue, teaching stage movement on a
determined system, literally has to change the methodology
that he follows generally as an author.

And here comes the question whether every teacher in
stage movement can respond to this? The material is way too
„deep“ to hope that everyone would cope with that. It takes
an in-depth essential knowledge in order to „catch“ on a
molecular level the reasons for any external change, and
from there – capacity for analysis and discovery skills to give
pedagogical decision to the new demands, proceeding from
them. The cases in which the pedagogue dedicates with
responsibility his life to forming his own author's vision
towards the subject are rare and that makes him ready for
any changes. And what do we expect from young profession-
als who will face this problem? What will they stand on? Is
it possible for them to rely on a constant textbook? Even
Professor Savinova, who proceeds from world theater experi-
ence and converts it into basic theatric meaning from the
eternal principles of the puppet psychophysical skills, always
continues to observe carefully and reflects each new appear-
ance of change. In her new interpretation and with a new
approach. But she could not practically issue a new textbook
every six months or once a year.

Second, but not least
The training in stage movement seemed to demand iden-

tification – it was invaded by different techniques and spe-
cialists from different areas of movement – instead that the
newly introduced techniques transformed according to the
needs of the puppet tasks, the tasks themselves began to
transform and open to the movement theater in general –
everything was directed towards a common diffusion. And
the training in stage movement converged and started to cor-
respond to almost all performing arts, so that it would be
hard to discern what should be different when in the train-
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ing of the puppet actor used „contact improvisation“ or con-
temporary dance techniques, when autosuggestion was used,
when in use were all the „-isms“ forms of all modern „body
work“ physical techniques, combining Eastern practices with
modern ideas from contemporary applied psychology and
psychotherapy. The invasion in training of stage movement
today is great. And while teachers in the basic puppet acting
subjects still manage to hold tight the puppeteer in the field
of the puppet art, the professionals who desire to teach stage
movement for puppet theater, now often do not understand
puppetry. But even if they grew up with it, they still would
need to have a point of reference on how to interpret every-
thing transmitted mechanically from outside and how it
should be adapted to the features of puppet art. As for pro-
fessionals, who have no practical experience in puppet the-

ater, it is even more difficult to understand the skills,
required from the actor puppeteer, without having tried
them on themselves, or at least have them studied long and
hard enough. For some, this is just a quick takeover of new
„working“ areas by mechanically increase of their teaching
range. But even if they dedicate themselves seriously to that
and are stubbornly determined, to specialize it, till the
moment they are introduced extensively, they will cause a
number of troubles to those they teach.

Unfortunately, the experts in the main subject also made
a mistake thinking that when it comes to „subsidiary“ train-
ing in Stage movement, for the puppeteer is valid the motto
of Winnie the Pooh „the more – the more.“ They are con-
vinced that the more different and heterogeneous knowledge
the student acquires, the better. And so it is, knowledge is
welcome, but not without a starting point. Often this het-

not remain aside for the „strategists“ of the puppet art in
general – the artistic instructors of the classes. It is high time
they understood that Stage movement is in „the roots“ of the
training of the puppeteer. And if they are not resistant to
sustain and nourish „the trunk“ and „the crown“ above, what
would be „the fruits“ that we will pick. People have said it
„a tree without roots“!

An identification of training in stage movement of the
puppet actor! Its solving is important for the prospects in
the training of the subject, and for the mere puppet theater
in general. It will protect the theater also from depersonal-
ization and will enhance its power to face all the new trends
and changes in puppet art, without losing its character and
without turning back on its classic roots, related to the tra-
ditional puppet theater.
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erogenous knowledge in pure form, is not applicable in the
play with the puppet on the stage. And often it is associat-
ed with bad habits, if it does not convert into the required
specific skills. It is considered that intuitively the puppeteer
himself will be able to transform it and will find an
approach to applying them to the specific needs of the stage.
Yes, it happens sometimes, but to a degree corresponding to
his talent to handle such a task. But the training in stage
movement is not entitled to rely on such coincidences! It
needs a steady, unchanging point of reference!

A lasting identification is required. An identification,
which does not depend on fads, trends, hobbies and person-
al interests.

The answer to this question is important not only for
the teachers in Stage Movement for puppet theater. It can-
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